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Yo Woody and Steina,
When Jonas Mekas derides us as "the tribe that worshipped
electricity" he articulates his own agenda . All three principal
words in this quotation are better suited to him than us . We are
hardly a tribe, as you discovered when you tried to reach George
Brown, to say nothing of tracing my whereabouts . Our endeavors
are not religious, proceeding as much from doubt as faith .
Finally, "Ars Electronica" notwithstanding, electricity does not
categorize our medium any more than light or chemistry do . Mekas'
perspective on us is merely an extension of himself, since he is
the petty tribal chief of a sanctimonious clique that damns
out-of-hand anything not on celluloid . No, I don't think Jonas
Mekas can be said to have written our epitath . Perhaps I have
just written his .
However, if we are to avoid writing our own epitaths, it is clear
that an etf ort must be maae toward curatorial custodialship . I am
not limiting this call to the tools we use . I think the ephemeral
quality of videotape has been overlooked . A few years ago I
watched in horror as a quad tape machine ripped up the original
of some work of mine-from 1971 . It had been recorded on a stock
that, despite careful storage in a cool and dry archival chamber,
has lost its grip on the oxide . The heads clogged, and the
copy-in-progress was the last record ever made of the original .
As it stands, I have tried to hold onto the .stock and boxes of
all my work, but without the resources of a museum or a library,
these works have been exposed to climatic swings from hot to cold
and humid to dry through hundreds of cycles . I am fearful that
much of my work will be lost long before any future critics can
issue their epitaths to our era .
I tried to categorize our art in an essay called "Dataism" where
I proposed that the reproducability of our media sets them apart
from prior forms of visual self-expression . My thesis implies
that we must "save the pixels" or more broadly, save the programs
(Judson Rosebush calls them "procedures" in an accompanying
essay) . Your poignant coverage of Lee Harrison brings this irony
home . While we have achieved a new level of formalism, our
dependency upon instrumentation threatens an early extinction .
"The Apparatus World" is a welcome step in the right direction . I
hope that your ambitions for a reprise are fulfilled .

If you approach the task of preparing the text again, I would be
happy to contribute additional material . It was extraordinary
that you had a copy of the Design Device proposal, but I cannot
help but wonder if you have a copy of the Pantomation disclosure
Phil Edelstein and I prepared for the Buffalo conference you
helped organize the following year . This paper came much closer
to expressing my ambitions and subsequent research than the paper
you chose to publish .
If you do reprint the Design Device proposal, the date is '76,
not the "late 70's", as indicated . Phil had been working with
Paik on the Bob Diamond/Steve Rutt implementation of the TV Lab's
PDP8 . A variety of factors inhibited the project . Diamond's
interface box never worked properly, partially due to delays and
errors made at Rutt's Greenwich Village factory . Paik was not
able to get a handle on the arcane PDP8 programming code . Finally
the computer itself broke down . The project was out of money, and
the TVLab was ready to jettison the whole thing . These astute
managers would never "throw good money after bad" unless they had
a personal staKe in the production .
Phil contided to me that he thought he could fix the computer .
"It's only some blown dumb logic in the accumulator ." said this
self-taught computer wizard . The TVLab adminstrators and NYSCA
allowed me to propose an implementation of the equipment . Phil,
George Kindler and I pow-wowed over the course of a weeK and came
up with the Design Device concept . In this configuration,
Pantomation was a subset, the image acquisition front-end . The
output was going to be based on the notion of digital oscillators
that were loaded from the acquired images . I had already
demonstrated this technique with the a PDP11 . The inside of the
box was a matrix switching system under computer control . We
asked for $20,000, some of which was for the PDP8 . We were
offered $10,000, if we could prove that our idea was feasible at
this level of funding .
In the autumn of 1976 we picked up the equipment and brought it
to the Electronic Music Studio of SUNYA where the first rough
interface work began . Phil was right about the the blown
accumulator, and it was quickly fixed . George, who had studied
electrical engineering at RPI and is a gifted engineer, joined
forces full time . We had our demonstration ready by Christmas . We
got into the TVLab on some unscheduled hours, New Year's Eve, and
successfully excercised the box in a scene from Outta Space . Our
point proven, the equipment and grant were issued to us through
our umbrella organization, Electronic Body Arts, Inc .
Subsequently, we rebuilt the interface and expanded to software .
George build a second interface and used the equipment for a one
time dance performance called "Horn ." Phil took a fulltime job at
DEC and left Albany, but he was replaced by Roger Meyers, whose
mind was so completely focussed on writing code that he could
compile octal machine language in his head . Roger went on to work

at GE Research in Schenectady . We demonstrated the system before
a live audience in September 1977, nine months after we started
the rebuild and one year after the initial proposal for the
Design Device . I remember soldering up a connection while the
audience filed into the theater . It was a true seat-of-your-pants
performance . We demonstrated two uses of Pantomation that night,
a visualization of the movement of a dancer and a non-contact
interface with a musical synthesizer .
I invited everyone associated with the TVLab and NYSCA grant to
come to our proof-of-performance . I also invited concerned
parties at the local PBS station, WMHT, to come . As I was to
learn again and again, these people are not reliable . They did
not come, and they ultimately showed no interest in this project .
However, an RPI student named Aaron Heller was in the audience,
and he was impressed . He returned to his extra-curricular nest,
WRPI, the student-run radio station, and reported what he had
seen . Dean Winkler, another RPI student who was to become a
collaborator with Vibeke and myself in 1980, came to the
Electronic Music Studio the following week . WRPI management had a
meeting and discussed what they had seen . They decided that the
radio station should start a video laboratory and invited me to
move in . As it happened, Joel Chadabe had asked me to move out of
the Music Studio . I was taking up too much of the resources . By
1978, the Pantograph was relocated across the river in Troy .
Since Steina archives tapes like the Pantomation Demonstration of
that era, I am updating you on this work . Enclosed is an abbreviated copy of a tape I showed at SCAN 87 in Sillydelphia . You
should understand that after 1984 I started using a laser
projector as the output for Pantomation, and these demonstrations
somewhat slight the effect achieved . These demonstrations are
recreations for videotape of theatrical presentations made at
SIGGRAPH and SCAN .
The enclosed tape concludes with a tour of my Ancramdale studio .
It has been largely idle, although the equipment was used to
knock out some Pulfrich 3-D images for a 1990 music video and I
have another such endeavor on the fire . However, most of my time
has been devoted either to the maintenance of this place or the
promotion of my diffraction range finder . The latter invention
might be of interest to you, since Woody's famous deflection
studies might be seen as the precursor to the range images the
camera will make .
I am glad you persisted in your efforts to reach me . I will try
to be more deliberate in maintaining contact .
Best test cement,
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT ALBANY
1400 Washington Avenue, Albany, N.Y . 12222

December 9, 1974

MUSIC DEPARTMENT

Dr . G . 0'- G .
ICC
SUD?YB
BUFFALO 14214
Dear Gerry,
Enclosed please find :
1) One 3/4" video cassette of CATHODE RAY
THEATER, 60 rein . color
2) Two B&W stills from CATHODE RAY THEATER
3) Verbal Description of CATHODE RAY THEATER
As I mentioned in our phone conversation, there
is a juicy section of
this tape called ZIEROT in WAR MIME . It is nine (9)
minutes long . I
hope you will be able to show it in
Brussels . Mention to J . Ledoux
that it is part of the material I had honed
to send him as film but
which got caught up in the inefficiencies
of Gevachrome processing,
mismanagement at WNET's TV LAb, and a film
laboratory strike in
N .Y .C .
Thanks for your recent support in L .A .

Tom DeWitt
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This proposal describes a new kind of video synthesizer
which uses the graphic potential of the video medium for a
programming language . The instrument, called the Design De
vice, will perform video synthesis and signal processing
unde - control from a mini computer which reads a specially
formatted picture language . This programming language will
permit artists to prepare ideas away from the studio and
provide a permanent record on paper of all useful pro-yranns .
Review of Existing Video Synthesizers
and Ideas for a New Ore
To free the video artist from the confines of the real
camera-recorded world, it is necessary" -!-o develop instruments
which generate a television compatible signal from raw electronics . A synthesizer is the paint and palette. of the video
artist, a device which lets the artist construct spaces from
the dictates of imagination .
The first video synthesizers began-'to appear almost a
decade after the development of complete audio svnthesis
systems . There are compelling reasons for this delays The
development of a time variant artform is just now being
born in the visual artR_ centuries after the establishment
of a related set of time variant structures in music .
Technically, the video synthesizer is more complex than
its audio cousin . Video signals cover a frequency spectru::
100 times greater than audio and must be constructed
according to a precise timing sychronization which does

not e;.ist in r1:t' o?it: dimensional auuio signal . Consequ(2n
design concepts «>>i in-; trur, unt coi:,ponentS arm" no-a co iin(,

~. -

gether for the first
There have been two approaches to video synthesizer
design : vector grap}iics and signal intensity . This
split is a consequence o` the television system itself which
uses a one dimensional high frequency signal to describe a
two dimensional field of much lower frequency . The systems
developed by Steve ?Mutt and Bill Etra, Computer Image Corp .,
Vector General, and others operate on the x and y deflection
amplifiers of a cathode ray display . The synthesized or
processed imaces coming from these devices are rescanned
by a conventional camera for recording on video tape .
Digital signal synthesizers, on the cther hand, such as
those developed by Steven Beck, Dan Sandin, and EMS Ltd .,
operate on the intensity or,"z" component of the video
signal . Their output is made compatible with video standards
by processing in a color encoder . The two approaches can
be combined in a single device . In fact, Sandin has worked
extensively with a computer controlled vector display, and
RuttEtra synthesizers are invariably teamed with keyers .
colorizers and other signal processors . However, no one has
come out with an integrated package that incorporates both
approaches . The , Design Device will attempt this marriage of
design principles .
All the artist designed synthesizers are "modular",
that is, specialized devices are linked by patch cords
which are manually inserted to complete a complex program .

_Mdular design is essential in video, because it pcr!>>.i :. :
parallel and simultaneous processing of high frequency
signals . The chief drawback of the general purpose
computer in video synthesis is that it performs one
operation at a time and cannot keep up with the video
clock . As in the development of the audio synthesizer,
artists have provided engineers with functional module
-uilding blocks which efficiently accomplish commonly
needed functions . Modular design also permits a wide
range of interconnections depending on the "patch" made
between them . For example, a system of only 8 modules,
each with a single input and a single output can be
patched in over 40,000 different ways .
While modular systems provide both variety and
efficiency, they also can present the artist with a
confusing welter of two ended wires,which makes live
performance difficult and leaves him with no permanent
record of his patch . The first step in improving this
situation came with the introduction of the mattrix
switching systems of the Arp and EMS synthesizers,
adapted for video by Woody and Steina Vasulka . These
systems have manually set crosspoints and permit patchf ields
to be recorded by graphic notation . Going a step further
Don Buchla and Bell Labs have developed computer controlled
patchfields which are notated with a verbal language . The
Design Device will have an electronic switch system, but
rather than a verbal language, it will be controlled
by a graphic notational system .

All existing video and audio synthesis systems use
a :-,uilding bloc}: called the oscillator . The most common
technique for generating forms is called additive synthesis
in which the output waveforms of oscillators are mixed
to form a waveform which is the sum. of their conihined
outputs . It is theoretically possible to duplicate any
natural waveform by summing many sine waves of different
frequency . - This approach has led to the construction of
synthesis systems with dozens of oscillators . When such
systems became untenable because of the large number or
signal paths, a device was introduced by Don Buchla which
generated a waveforrl from discretely set increments . This
device is now known as a sequencer . It can be used as an
oscillator or a controller in voltage controlled systems .
Information is loaded into a sequencer manually by setting
dozens of potentiometers . Like the patch cord system, it
must be set up from scratch every time it is used . There
is no convenient way to notate for this device . The
general purpose computer can be used as a kind of sequencer
since its memory stores lists of numbers, but again the
problem of cycle time limits its use to low frequencies .
Recent in'ovations in semiconductor technology, however, have
put digital memory within the reach of the video synthesizer .
Using modular design techniques, it is possible to build an
oscillator module with a programmable output . In the Design
Device there will be two such oscillators . Their stbred
waveform will be loaded from a sampled graph drawn by the
artist and scanned by a conventional television camera .

Given that this small memory can serve to store waveforms,
a method must be found to clock out its stored information .
Oscillators such as those found on tire RuttEtra or Steven
Beck's synthesizer must be synchronized to the rest of
the sythesizer in order to produce stable patterns . While
it is relatively easy to make a voltage controlled
oscillator, it is difficult to maintain .synchronization
for an analog module . The Design Device uses the video
sync generator itself as the clock for its memories . The
rate at which the memories are read out is determined by
a simple binary counter which is preset to the number of
subdivisions it makes of the sync signals . Hence . all the
patterns produced by the memories are stable both with
respect to the video . signal and to each other .
The contributing. of commercial manufacturers of
television equipment must not be overlooked in describing
the development of video synthesis . Every news broadcast
these days uses chromes key backgrounds, and this technique
can prove very handy for the artist . The trouble is that
most synthesizers operated on black and white inputs which
are synthetically colorized, and the standard chromes keyer
must have separate red, green and blue inputs in order to
work . The Design Device will have an encoded chromes keyer
which will derive the RCB signals from a color tape input,
so it will be possible to build generations of imagery by
operating on sections of the i-iiage encoded in a particular
color . This may sound like a major electronic undertaking,
but the commercial manufacturers of television see have

integrated circuits . Euildin(J an encoded chroma keyer is
simply a matter .of opening up a color television and using
its decoder circuitry . Paik and Abe performed this operation
on a Trinitron at the 6iMET TV Lab . Unfortunately
they did
not realize this application of their modification .
Another area in which broadcast television people
have made great strides is in time base correction . For
the mere sum of $12,000 the broadcaster car.
replace his

$100,000 quad v-,%--r with a time base,corrector and
a Sony
video casset`e . This means that an inexpensive vtr can
be used as a source in a switcher . For an-artist making
mulIti generational tape, such time base correction is

a

essential . For an artist working on a shoe string budget,
$12,000 for a time base corrector is out of the question .

The Design Device.will have two kinds of "pseudo" time
base correction . It has a rescan system which will re

enter

a black and white image from an external tape source and
even permit the luxury of relocating the input image
into
a new space in the frame . It will also use the cheap part

of the big commercial time base correctors which is a

digital memory system, only the - Design Device will only have
one bit of time base correction . This will eliminate the
expensive D to A and A to D convertors and the eight bit
wide memory system. . The input through this cheap
time base
corrector will be a simple black or white jiulse train which
happens to be perfect for triggering a keying circuit .

The most common "special effect" available on
commercial switchers is the geometric pattern called
the wipe . The technique for generating wipes is quite
straight forward and is used by Beck and others in
artist oriented synthesizers . The pattern of the wipe
is formed by the waveshape of an oscillator, and such
wipes as diamonds, ellipsoids, and boxes are easily
formed with an analog oscillator . The memory oscillator
of the Design Device will permit virtually any shape of
wipe to be made, and there will be provision for making
multiples of any shape .
One of Steve Beck's contributions to video synthesis
was a perceptive analysis of spatial composition . By
dividing the imago into components of point, line and
volume he was able'to design modules to achieve each
objective . Among his inventions were devices that took
complex images and reduced them to these spatial elements .
in many ways, this paring down of images is important
because it allows the artist to simplify complex spaces
and combine them inside a single frame . The Design Device
will contain an outline generator which will reduce volumes
to lines . This will permit many shapes to be seen through
each other . . Unlike Beck's outline generator, however, the
Desiqn Device will be able to fill-in horizontal limes .
This technique was perfected by a commercial switcher
manufacturer, Grass Valley Group, and involves an extra
processing step which is very similar to the one bit time
base correction .

Tale unique advantage ot: vector graphic systems like
the RuttEtra synthesizer is its ability to repos_tion an
imagc after it is recorded . Among the manipulations possible
on such a system f-irl-1, electronic zooming, left-right inversion,
top-bottom inversion and rotation . The Design Device will
have processing modules which will permit all of the above
effects . The rotation function is not normally available
with commercially sold RuttEtra systems because it requires
a low frequency sine-cosine generator . This pair of
precisely timed control voltages will be available in the
Design Device through its memory oscillators .
kt the beginning of this discussion of video synthesizers,
I called such devices the artist's paint and palette, azid no
module better fits this description than the colonizer . There
are many designs for colonization devices both commercial
. and unique . In systems which use a camera encoder to
generate the final output, the colors are determined by
nixing red,green and blue components . While pleasantly
reminiscent of miffing colored paint, this system is less
efficient to use than the colonization made possible by
video color parameters : luminance, chrominance and hue .
With the latter system it is possible lto pass a previously
encoded color signal through the synthesizer and recover
it unchanged at the other end (through the luminance channel) .
heiv colors car. be added by entering signals into the hue
and chrominance channels . Where grey scale encoding is
used such as in quantization, the single hue parameter

.

can produce rainbow-like effects . The Siegel colonizer
uses grey scale encbding to modulate all three parameters

simultaneously . Dividing the inputs into three channels
gives an increased degree of control over the final
output . The Grass Valley colonizer uses the luminance,
chrominance, and hue parameters but is not voltage
controlled and hence is not dynamic . The Design Device
will have a colonizer-sync adder which vary color
through fourcomplete rotations of the primaries anal
their mixes, permit voltage controlled hue and-saturation
and pass a signal unchanged through the luminance port
with manually adjustable controls for pedestal and gain .
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External video sources such as video tape recorders
and cameras will be entered into -the Design Device through
an Input Module (figure 1) . There will be four specialized
input ports . All inputs will be clamped and sync separated .
Input One is intended for a color signal . The Input
and
Module will clamp the signalA strip sync . Timing signals
extracted from the Input One signal will be H drive, V drive,
blanking, composite sync, subcarrier and burst flag . These
signals will be connected to the Sync Generator for ger. loci . .
There will be a manual adjustment for the phase of the subcarrier . The video portion of the Input One signal will be
amplified and distributed to the Input One terminal of the
analog mattrix described later . There will be a manual adjustment for the chrominance of the distributed signal . The
video portion of the Input One signal and all the other
external video signals will be,- distributed through the Design
Device as non-composite 0 to + 2 Volts .
Hardwired to Input One will be a Chroma Decoder system
nearly identical to ones used on "solid state" television
receivers . The RGB outputs of the decoder will be analysed
by comoarators with manually adjusted thresholds, and the
consequent logic pulse will be distributed into the Design

n0Vace mattri}: .
input Two is for a hl,"-ck anck ahite camera whic':)
used to rescan a RuttEtra Display . The camera will recCive
its sync from the Design Device sync generator . Input Thre^
is for any vertical lock vtr .

This signal is processcc?

through an analog comparator and is them loaded into a one
bit time base corrector . The time base of input Three is
matched to Input One within a window of one line and will have
horizontal resolution of 256 points . Input Four accepts an
external video camera, either black and white or encoded color,
which is synched from the Design Device Sync Generator . .
The Input Module will drive a video Sync Generator which
will synthesize all timing . signals not derived from Input One .
In the case of a black and white signal, the Sync Generator
will provide a free running 3 .58 Mhz subcarrier and a horizontal drive triggered color burst flag which can be used
to synthesize color . In the case of an EIAJ hetrodyned color
signal, the subcarrier will be derived from the incoming
signal . In these cases, the output of the Design Device will
not be directly broadcast compatible, but it may be made so
by subsequent time base correction . The Sync Generator will
also provide a 4 .09084 MHz clock pulse

( 260 x H) phase locked

to the subcarrier and 15,750 and 60 Hz sawteeth triggered by
the horizontal and vertical drives .
The signal processing modules of the Design Device will
consist of individually addressable voltage controlled and
digital devices with compatible inputs and outputs . Control
voltages will have a + 5 volt range .
The primary oscillator of the Design Device will be an
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The Wipe Generator will be built around a triangle '
wave oscillator which can be varied in frequency and
phase from one to ten times horizontal frequency . The
output of the triangle oscillator will be compared with
an external input to produce the wipe pattern . The Y.
input will permit the wipe to moved from left to right .
The Z input will multiply the number of wipe patterns
from one to ten by increasing the frequency of the triangle
oscillator . Size of the wipe will be determined by biasing
the Wipe Generator Shape input .

The Outline Generator will consist of an edge triggereu
single shot Wit :z variable pulse ;,lidth . This single shot will
~)e fired on two conditions : 1) when there is a level change
on a comparator looking at the video input ; 2) when there
is a level change on a comparator looking at the difference
between the incoming signal and a one line delay of the
incoming signal . The delay lire to be used is identical
to that used in the one bit time base corrector .

EXCLUSIVE
GR

OUT^L IAIE GEVERA iO

The four Multipliers on the Design Do-vice are four
quadrant multipliers developed for modular synthesizer
use by Steve Putt . The voltage of their outputs is equal
to the product of their two inputs . FIence they can be
used for amplitude modulation, polarity inversion, and
frequency doubling .
The RuttEtra Display system to be used or. the first
Design Device is a Model 4A Display built in 1974 . The
rescan camera will be a studio G .E . vidicon being donated
by L4TMHT from surplus stock . The Display will have two
buffer amplifiers with mannal bias control and an intensity
compensated video amplifier .
The two keyer circuits on the Design Device are
based on identical circuits . The major difference between
them is that Keyer One will use a single signal as both
a key and video source . The keyers will permit keying
on black or white . A matte can be introduced simply by
biasing one of the inputs .
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DEc(-2DZ-1q FOR

AIAiMIX SWITCH
ON 1APUi BUS

The invertor circuit consists of a high speed ors amp
and is intended for reversing polarity of a video signal
while maintaining its black level clamp .
The Voltage Controlled Mixer is based on the MC 1445
integrated circuit . It can be used as a two quadrant
multiplier, a video mixer, a keyer, a transparent keyer,
a pulse width modulator and a voltage controlled amplifier .
Detailed construction designs for this circuit have been
made public by Dan Sandin . The 1445 has also been used
by Steve Rutt and Carl Geiger in their synthesizer designs .
\tojTA
A
16
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All video and analog control signals are interconnected
in the Design Device through an electronically switched 32
line signal bus . The output of each module can be delegated
to four of 32 bus lines . The inputs to each module can be
selected from any one of the 32 lines . A block of eight
lines is automatically clamped for video . The remaining
24 lines are - fed through amplifiers with manual adjustments
for bias and gain . Outputs can be additively mixed onto a
single line without distortion . Any one input line can be
shared bv_all device inputs, but a device can select only
one line per input . A section of'the signal bus is shown
in figure 2 .

The snitching system, is notated graphically, and
programs are written by placing marks at the cross points
to be closed . The graph is mounted in front of tejo 32 x 32
CCD cameras, one for the Output selection and one for the
input selection . Exact registration of the program graphic
is determined by use of an alignment oscilloscope shared
by the two cameras and driven by their onboard DACS .
The outputs from the cameras are distributed along the
Design Device backplane . Six lines are distributed in an
( 32 for the Input multiplexers

end to end bus and 160 lines

and 128 for the Output multiplexers) are individually
connected from decoders to discrete 8 wide fet multiplexed
switches . The address bus and the decoders can be adapted
to be operated by computer to take advantage of computer
mass storage, precision timing and algorithm programming .
While under direct CCD camera control, switching will
take 1/30 of a second and will cause one to two bad
video frames . Attached are specifications for the CCD
camera to be used . .Figure three is a block diagram of
the Input line selection system .
` The mattrix graph appears at the beginning of the
"Graphic Guitar" section .
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The Design Device Colorizer-Sync Adder will have
input channels for the chrominance, luminance and hue
parameters . The Hue will be voltage controlled through
a 1440 0 phase shift and will make a complete 360 0 rotation for every two volts applied to the input . Rotation will be based on an eight channel comparator
system, an idea suggested by Don Buchla . A block diagram
of the hue phase shifter is shown in figure 4 . Chrominance
is the control voltage for the amplification of the Hue
channel . Luminance will be added to the output of the
chrominance amplifier . If an incoming signal already
contains a subcarrier, its phase and amplitude can be
adjusted at Input One, so that the Colorizer can pass a
color signal without distortion . The Colorizer-Sync Adder
will also serve as a Proc Amp . Pedestal, Gain, Sync Level
and Burst Amplitude will have manual controls .

aCHET~ATIC

The CROPJIENCO SE-1024
imaf,e sensing module provides outputs which may
be used to display a picture directly on the
screen of an oscilloscope .
Point H is connected to
the horizontal input, V
to the vertical input,
and Z to the Z-axis input
of the oscilloscope .
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Connections may be
made to points T, E, C,
and R to interface the
module with other digital
systems . Point T provides
a TTL-level video output
signal . A signal to point
E may be used to disable
the internal oscillator
so that an external clock
can be connected to point
C . A signal to point R
ay be used to reset the
```scan counters .
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

APPLICATIONS INCLUDE :

The SE-1024 image sensing module
contains a 1024-element image
sensor (Cromemco model C-1024)
and all support circuitry on a
single, compact printed circuit
board .
Outputs are provided to
permit the direct display of a
32 - by - 32 element picture on the
screen of an oscilloscope . The
module operates at a nominal frame
rate of 30 frames per second .
Grey-scale information and position information are digitally
encoded for complete compatibility with digital processing
systems .

- Solid state TV camera .

The module is available either
as a wired and tested unit
(SE-1024W) or as a kit (SE-1024K) .

- Security systems .
-Automated control systems .
--Pattern recognition systems .
POWER REQUIREMENTS :
+8 volts at 300 mA .
-17 volts at 70 mA .
AVAILABILITY :
In stock now .

Model SE-1024W

Wired image sensing module . . . . . . . . . $150 .

Model SE-1024K

Image sensing module kit . . . . . . . ., ., $90 .

Send all orders tonCROMEMCO
26655 Laurel
Los Altos, California
94022
Phone (415) 941-2967

Feasibilitv
Designing the Design Device is the project of
Tom DeWitt under a grant from the National Endowment for
the Arts . This $10,000 grant issued in April 1975 will
cover his living expenses ; it is not intended to purchase
components or pay for the services of engineering specialists
whose participation is certainly required if the project
is to produce more than a heuristic block diagram of
the proposed instrument .
The concepts behind the Design Device have received
encouraging responses from video artists and engineers .
Among those who have expressed a desire to work on the
project are Phil Edelstein, an expert in small computer
systems and artist-in-residence at WNET's TV Lab ; Steve
Rutt, designer of the RuttEtra synthesizer and operator
of Rutt Electrophysics in New York City ; George Kindler,
an RPI trained electronics engineer with wide design and
construction experience who is also co director of the
Electronic Body Arts-dance group in Albany ; and Roger Kent,
a - we11,=versed='sculptor, calligrapher, graphic designer
who has just completed layout work and construction of two
large Buchla 500 synthesizers .' Moral and some technical
support has come from Carl Geiger, Robert Moog and Don
Buchla .
Test equipment and working facilities for building
the Design Device are located in the Albany area at WMHT TV
and the Electronic Music Studio o~ SUNYA . WMHT, which is

spons~rind this grant proposal,is a complete broadcast
television station with a color video cassette system
recently installed by rIYSC :1 for use by video artists .
The Electronic Music Studio at SUNYA under the direction
of composer Joel Chadabe has been a focal point for the
development of new synthesis systems . Its test equipment
includes a Tertronics 465 video oscilloscope, two bench
waveform generators, a digital VOM, a high sensitivity
analog VOM and several bench power supplies . It also
houses the unique Moog CEMS audio synthesizer and an
interfaced PDP 11/10 minicomputer with a user adaptable
backplate . WMHT has an identical PDP 11/10 . Additional
test equipment available to the project includes a
-Hewlett Packard sampling oscilloscope which is used in
debugging high speed digital circuits .
-

In an instrument like the Design Device many of

the components are inexpensive integrated circuits which
are commonly available from a variety of distributors
including surplus houses . The greatest expense is putting
the circuits together . This may involve tens of thousands
f interconnecting wires . To simplify construction,'the
Design Device will use printed circuit technology to mass
- produce all redundant circuits . While saving enormously
in labor, this technique will raise the hardware cost .
This cost is seen most in the mattrix switching system
which forms the backbone of the synthesizer . It will be
constructed of two large glass-epoxy printed circuits
carrying 92 bus lines . The decoding and switching circuits
will also be built on printed circuit boards
which will

then be mounted on ycri,2ralized wire wrap boards . There wil'
be twelve general purpose boards used in the device . Each
one will have a hand constructed circuit on it containing
one to three of the processing modules . All the active
circuits will be mounted in a standard 19" rack, and
manual controls will be brought out on an independent
control board .
In budgeting labor for construction, a general rule
of $6 per hour has been used, although the actual amount
still range from $10 to $4 depending on the skills of the
worker . As Tom DeWitt will be living on the stipend from
NEA, his labor is donated . Additional savings will be
realized in donated equipment from WPSHT including two
quality vidicon cameras, two black and white monitors,
and access to the PDP 11/10 . The Rutt display system to
be used will be donated by Tom DeWitt at about half its
market price .
In the event that the entire project is not funded,
specific modules can be realized separately, but the
hardware expenses worked into the mattrix switch budget must
be included, that is, circuit boards, power supplies and
mounting gear . - Thesewwould roughly double the cost of any
one module as currently budgeted .

Camera-controller?
nuantity
256
96
SO
4
160
2
10
1
1
1

Mattrix Switch and Design Device Backplane

Part .
8 in, 1 out Multiplexed FET switch @ $1 .60
Dual 4 Bit Latch @ $6 .05
Dual 4 to 1 Decoders @ 3 .05
16 to 1 Decoders @ 6 .05
LM 318 Op Amps @ 2 .50
32x32 CCD Cameras @ 200
PC `nlirewrap module boards*@160
Backplane PC board
Power Supply } 15, +'5 V, 15 A
Sliding Rack Mount
Passive components

409 .60
580 .80
244 .00
24 .20
400 .00
400 .00
1600 .00
400 .00
350 .00
100 .00
500 .00

5008 .60
* These are the module boards for
all subsystems other than the Ram Camera Controller
Camera Controller, 2 RAMs, and 2 Programmable Counters
3
4
4
16
12
2
4
1

LM 319 Dual Comparators @3 .00
8 Bit DACs @ 40 .00
256 x 4 Bit Rams @ 50 .00
4 Bit Programmable Counters @ 4 .00
Dual 4 Bit Latches @6 .05
Monostables @ 2 .00
4 Bit Counters
Passive Components
Camera Controller PC Board

9 .00
160 .00
200 .00
64 .00
72 .60
4 .00
4 .00
100 .00
160 .00
773 .60

Input Module
8
3
1
1
3
2
10
3

LM 318 Op Amps @ 2 .50
LM 319 Comparators @ 3 .00
Sync Chip
Chroma Processor Combination
733 Video Amp @ 2 . 30
256 x 1 Bit RAMs @' 28 .00
Logic Gates @ 1 .00
562 Phase Lock Loops @5 .00
Passive Components

20 .00
9 .00
20 .00
10 .00
6 .90
56 .00
10 .00
15 .00
75 .00
221 .90

Rutt Display and Related Circuits
1
2
4

Model 4A Display
Biasing Amplifiers @150 .00
Multipliers @ 150 .00

2400 .00
300 .00
600 .00

CATHODE RAY THEATER by Tom DeWitt
Bedell Road
Poughkeepsie
N .Y . 12603
USA
FORDTH OF YOU LIE, 9 :20, Synthesized fireworks and a voice track
(in
English) ofa conversation between Uncle Sam and his
little nephew,
Tommy . A satire on the Nixon years .
RINGS, 4:00, Electronic sound of ring modulation and
anassociated
graphic, also electronically synthesized . Two cycles of a
proposed
larger structure .
NO SMOKING, 3 :20, A mime about lighting up in a posted
zone .
INTERLUDE ; 4 :00, Fragments of the first experiments of
PHILHARMONIA .
ZIEROT in WAR MIME ; 900, A revolutionary type of mime
de style ,
designed explicitly for the television screen .
Synthesized spaces
are used to sustain illusions and frame the message
of an innocent
caught in the jaws of war .
PHILHARMONIA, 25 :30, An experiment in real time audio and
video
synthesis in which space is explored according to
rules of harmony
and tempo characteristic of classical music .

The tape submitted is a U Matic 3/4 inch video
cassette with sound
recotded on channel one .

-, AF

CATHODE RAY THEATER by Tare DeWitt
Hedell Road
Poughkeepsie
N .Y . 126
USA
FORDTH OF YOU LIE, 4s20, Synthesised fireworks and a voice track (in
English) of a conversation between Uncle Sam and his little nephew,
Tour. A satire on the Nixon years .
RINGS, 4t)0, Electronic sound of ring modulation and anassociated
graphic, also electronically synthesised . Two eycles of a proposed
larger staucture .
NO

3, 0#200 A mime about lighting up in a posted zone.

INTERLUDEI 400. Fragments of the first experiments of PHILRARMONIA .
ZIEROT in IAR MIAi 4t", A revolutionary type of mime 4e style
designed explicitly for the television screen . Synthesisedspaces
are used to sustain illusions and frame the message of an innocent
caught in the jaws of war .
PHILRAM
, 25t 30, An aocperiment in real time audio and video
synthesis in which space is explored according to rules of harmony
and tempo characteristic of classical music .

TZI tape submitted is a U Katie 3/4 inch video cassette with sowed
reootded on channel one .

."tt is artificial. The image on the video screen is an illusion .
I'd unlike the illusion put on canvas or paper, the video image
rs generated by machine. The automaton that makes the
idco image is no more an artist than the violin is the musician
a the paint the painter. The artistry takes place at the points
4 interaction with the medium. Video artists need a handle
an the machine.
11c traditional point of interaction with the video medium is
she camera. The art of performing in front of the camera has
As toots in theatrical art. The camera documents an event, and
4 the event evokes fantasy there is art. The degree to which
the %ideo camera operator can augment this documentation is
.M limited. It is on a creative par with a painter selecting an
tr4k from which to view a model or a landscape . It is the
action before the camera which dominates the process .
letwrtn the instant of light striking the camera and electrons
Onling the phosphor to duplicate that light, a complex
ekettonic process takes place. Serious and important work is
vwmntly under way to open that process for manipulation by
trc Mist. This work follows on the heels of similar work in
nave that demonstrated that the electronic processing of
awnd was as much a medium of expression as traditional
wwttumentation . But the video artist is faced with aesthetic
lrc bkms that were resolved centuries ago in musical history .
%%U are meaningful time-related spatial changes? Can light

be codified in some equivalent to musical theory? Are there
primal forms from which a vocabulary of shape can be built?
As fundamental as these questions are, they must be answered
before video art can really develop. A common vocabulary
must be decided upon and a notational system derived if there
is to be a strong foundation to support subsequent growth.
While there are many interesting things one can do playing
with the guts of TV sets and computers, the basic aesthetic
questions of space must be solved before universal compositional machines can be built .
Recently I have experimented with the relationships between
musical and graphic structures . The videotapes Philharmonica
and Studies for Philharmonica are built from forms which
were derived from the harmonic content of music synthesized
simultaneously . The most elemental of these harmonigrams
is the circle, and the variations appear as multipetaled roses.
The outcome of these experiments shows that a rose is not only
a rose, but when the selection of images is a deliberate act,
a rose can be hypnotic or monotonous, melodic or idiotic. The
artist plays the part of editor-selector, charting a course
through 500,000 points per frame, 30 frames a second. As I
navigate this flood I realize that dada has given way to data,
that video art is on the other side of the keyhole cut in the
wall of art history by the black canvas and the exploding
sculpture.
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